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Preface
The Order of the Hon’ble Madras HC dated 29.9.15 in the matter of WP.No.28793 of 2013 Mrs. Radha Rajan Vs State of Tamil Nadu (in respect of Temple goshalas and temple
elephants in Tamil Nadu) - the Hon’ble Court has directed in paragraph 2 as under:
“2. We would like to observe the functioning as established for some time and call upon the
Animal Welfare Board of India to periodically carry out checks and submit their independent
report both in respect of Ghosalas and the temple maintained elephants so that we have an
independent assessment as to whether this system is working or not. For the inspection to be
carried out by the Animal Welfare Board of India, the temple authorities and the Ghosalas
will render all assistance.”
The AWBI mandate above was communicated to WRRC and to fulfil the same, a workshop
was organised in Chennai on October 19, 2015, on the parameters to evaluate the welfare and
health status of elephants in captivity in temples in Tamil Nadu. The workshop was
conducted by WRRC (Wildlife Rescue & Rehabilitation Centre) and was attended by a team
of 15 Honorary Animal Welfare Inspectors (HAWOs), who were identified for fulfilling
AWBI’s mandate of temple elephant inspections in 12 districts of Tamil Nadu.
The HR & CE Department (Hindu Religious & Charitable Endowment) of TN circulated a
list of approximately 38 elephants in the districts of Madurai, Trichy, Sivagangal,
Thirunelveli, Tuticorin, Chennai, Kancheepuram, Tiruvannamalai, Thanjavur, Kumbakonam,
Nagapattinam, and Coimbatore. The list of elephants and mahouts were also submitted by the
Department to the Court, so that the inspection exercise could start.
Vide E-mail dated 11.11.2015 from the AWBI, WRRC members – Dr. Shiela Rao,
Subramanium Santakumar and Suparna Ganguly - were directed to inspect the temples in
Madurai district on 14th November, 2015. We were assisted by Dr Jayakrishna, local
veterinarian, whose support was greatly appreciated.
Elephants in temples in Tamil Nadu can be separated into two categories – one owned or in
the custody of temples registered with the HR & CE and the other in the possession of private
individuals who rent them out to temples or use them in private functions like temple
festivals, marriages, processions and interstate transfers – both legal and illegal.
There are approximately 80-100 elephants in captivity in Tamil Nadu. Of these, the majority
is in private custody. There is negligible monitoring by any Department, be it the State Forest
Department (Wildlife) or the HR & CE. The owners and custodians commit multiple
violations starting from the acquisition, transport, use, abuse leading to eventual untimely and
painful death of the elephant.
It is quite incomprehensible as to why the laws are bent, broken and manipulated by the law
keepers like bureaucrats and officials to accommodate the whims and demands of institutions
and agencies to procure elephants only to have those undergoing untimely deaths and
torturous lives. The Wildlife Protection Act, through comprehensive in many respects, has
ambiguous sections with respect to captive elephants. However, the State is expected to
protect the interests and welfare of the elephants rather than the welfare of the agencies that
hold them in custody.
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Recommendations:
It is recommended that female elephants are kept together instead of in isolation, which
seems to be the norm in most temples. Elephants are social animals and condemning them to
a life of isolation is the worst form of abuse.
Some temples do have space around their premises which are suitable for keeping elephants
in a more stress-free environment. The Arulmigu Subramaniyaswamy Thirukoil,
Thirupparangkundram, Madurai District, is one such temple which has a large orchard, with
many trees and forest land surrounding it. The land belongs to the H R & C E Dept. The
authorities should consider moving elephants from all temples in the district to one such area,
and follow a different form of management.
The elephants inspected had no opportunity for chain free movement. This needs to be
reversed and enclosures built for them to kept chain free and also sent for grazing or
browsing. If such spaces are unavailable, then the temple should be barred from keeping
elephants. In the wild, the elephant is walking and feeding for 18-20 hours a day. If such
basic biological and behavioral norms are reversed or altered, then the animals goes through
unending stress, leading to increased ill health and mortality.
All the four elephants inspected had limited exercise and in some cases, like Maduravalli, no
opportunity for walking at all. The sores and foot rot that the latter is suffering from is a
direct result of the unhealthy and abusive lifestyle that she has been subject to for decades.
All the temples inspected seemed to have little or no knowledge of elephant keeping, beyond
the basic interest of using them for religious activities. The authorities left all decision
making to the mahouts, who need guidance at all levels by their owners.
Since such engagement with experts, scientists and mahouts are totally missing from the side
of temple authorities, it is recommended that elephants are gradually phased out of religious
institutions.
The recent Supreme Court Order dated 08-Dec-2015 mentions the following:
“At this juncture, we may direct that the Chief Wild Life Warden, Government of
Rajasthan shall see to it that all steps, as provided under the law, are taken so that the
elephants are really not treated with cruelty which eventually may amount to torture.”
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Welfare Violations by Temple Authorities in 4 Temples Of Madurai
District Inspected By AWBI on 14th November 2015
1. Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act, 1960
Section 11, (f) & (h) PCA Act 1960 - Keeping an elephant continuously tethered. This
states that it is cruelty to animals if any person “keeps for an unreasonable time any
animal chained or tethered upon an unreasonably short or unreasonably heavy chain or
cord”.
2. Guidelines for Care and Management of Captive Elephants PE 2008 - “keeping for
unreasonable time, an elephant chained or tethered upon an unreasonable short or
unreasonably heavy chain or cord” is tantamount to cruelty to elephants and is prohibited.
As outlined by Tamil Nadu’s Principal Chief Conservator of Forests in a Circular , “The
elephant should not be tethered with chain and hobbles on 2 or 3 legs simultaneously
which will cause arthritis problem to the elephant”.
3. CZA Zoo Rules, that states, “The elephants should be kept tied only in one leg with
chain/ rope covered by leather tubes, and the legs for tying may be changed alternately”.
Tethering an elephant by more than one leg appears to violate the same condition.
4. As per the Indian government’s guidelines of captive-elephant management, as outlined
by Tamil Nadu’s Principal Chief Conservator of Forests, “The elephant should not be
tethered with chain and hobbles on 2 or 3 legs simultaneously which will cause arthritis
problem to the elephant”.
5. It also violates legal provisions which state that “being the owner of [any animal], fails to
provide such animal with sufficient food, drink or shelter”. In all these cases, accessibility
to water was controlled by the mahouts, and was not freely available to the elephant.
Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972
Only one temple had the ownership certificate for its elephant. In the other three temples the
ownership certificates were absent. All temples had kept either two or three elephants before
the present one, and in all cases, there were no papers for the earlier elephants.
In two cases, it was very clear that the elephants had been bought from the North Eastern
States (either Assam or Arunachal Pradesh).
It is very clear that there is no application of mind by the PCCFs of the sending state nor of
the receiving state, when permissions to transport an elephant are given. Though the
guidelines are quoted, the authorities turn a blind eye to discrepancies in the documentation
for the elephants entering the state.
Sec. 40 (2) No person shall, after commencement of this Act, acquire, receive, keep in his
control, custody, or possession, sell, offer for sale or otherwise transfer or transport any
animal specified in Schedule I or Part II of Schedule II... except with the previous permission
in writing of the CWW or the authorised officer.
Sec 43 (1) No person having in his possession captive animal, animal article, trophy or
uncured trophy in respect of which he has a certificate of ownership, shall transfer by way of
3

sale or offer for sale or by any other mode of consideration of commercial nature, such
animal or article or trophy or uncured trophy
Declaration of Wildlife Stock Rules, 2003: Section 4 (2) The application under sub-rule (1)
shall be presented in four complete sets within a period of 180 days from the date of
publication of these Rules.
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Elephant Sundaravalli
From Arulmigu Kallazhagar Thirukoil, Alaghar Koil, Alaghar Road,
Melur Taluk, Madurai Town – 625301

This elephant's walking space and living quarters are stone and concrete floors.
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Sundaravalli (8 years old), was brought to the temple at the age of 4 years.

Housing - She is kept in a covered shed measuring 950 sq ft. The roof is concrete and fans
have been fitted. She is bathed in this shed twice a day, using water from a pipe. Drinking
water is piped into a bucket. We were told she was given water every half to one hour, but
this was not done, during the two hours that we were there.

In isolation in a concrete shed. Elephants at this age need the company of other sub adult and
senior female elephants. Isolation is the worst form of cruelty for a social animal.
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Work - Twice a day, she is taken to the temple – from 6am to 12 noon and again from 4pm
to 6pm. The space in the temple where she stands, is covered with sand, which is changed
once a month. Her work comprises of standing in the temple and walking with the deity
around the temple. She is not taken out for processions.

Sundaravalli has already developed bizarre behaviour like trying to climb and sit - it
could be due to negative training to provide entertainment for devotees or behaviour
called "vices" which is developed due to adverse captive conditions.
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Behaviour - During the inspection she was very restless. She showed high stereotypic
behaviour when tied by one front and one back leg. She was, very obviously, controlled using
an ankush and a stick.

The elephant is trained by stick and metal ankush and is under command at all hours.
This enables the elephant to have a robotic response and lose the concept of "free will" a tragic condition that is symptomatic of captive elephants.
The phenomenon of stereotypic behaviour in captive animals is due to the absence of
natural factors like climate, diet, the size and characteristics of their enclosure or the
fact that they have to rely on humans for their every need can cause an animal to feel
stressed in which it starts to perform a stereotypic behavior.
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Repetitive, abnormal behavior is often regarded
as an indicator of poor welfare and is
studied as a coping mechanism and measures of stress which can potentially go on to
cause brain dysfunction.

Common tool for control of this elephant is a sharp metal ankush, which was observed with the
mahout at all times. Circled in red in the above photo. The use of metal ankush is prohibited.

Past Details of Elephant Keeping - Before this, the temple had kept another elephant
“Andal”, for 19 years. She was sent to Salem Zoo at the age of 50 years, due to bad health.
Before Andal, there was another elephant, whose details were not available.

Violations in Elephant Keeping Noticed in Respect to Sundaravalli
1. Section 11, PCA Act 1960 –
2. Sub section a – beats, kicks, over-rides, over-drives, over-loads, tortures or otherwise
treats any animal so as to subject it to unnecessary pain or suffering or causes, or being
the owner permits, any animal to be so treated; or
3. Sub section f - Keeping an elephant continuously tethered. This states that it is cruelty to
animals if any person “keeps for an unreasonable time any animal chained or tethered
upon an unreasonably short or unreasonably heavy chain or cord”.
4. Sub section f - being the owner of (any animal) fails to provide such animal with
sufficient food, drink or shelter
5. Tamil Nadu Captive Elephants (Management and Maintenance) Rules, 2011
6. Rule 13; Subrule 1 - Beating, kicking, over-riding, over-driving, over-loading, torturing
or treating any elephant so as to subject it to unnecessary pain or suffering, or being an
owner permitting, any elephant to be so treated;
7. Rule 13, Subrule 6 : Keeping for unreasonable time, an elephant chained or tethered
upon by unreasonably short or unreasonably heavy chain or cord;
8. Rule 11 – Maintenance of records
9. Guidelines for Care and Management of Captive Elephants PE 2008 - “keeping for
unreasonable time, an elephant chained or tethered upon an unreasonable short or
unreasonably heavy chain or cord” is tantamount to cruelty to elephants and is prohibited.
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10. W L P A, 1972: Sec. 40 (2) No person shall, after commencement of this Act, acquire,
receive, keep in his control, custody, or possession, sell, offer for sale or otherwise
transfer or transport any animal specified in Schedule I or Part II of Schedule II........
except with the previous permission in writing of the CWW or the authorised officer.
11. Declaration of Wildlife Stock Rules, 2003 Sec. 4 (2) - The ownership certificate in the
name of the temple has been applied for. The original owner, Sri Prodip Doley, from
Assam has submitted a letter mentioning that the baby elephant Zoon was 2 years and 5
months. Issuing of ownership certificate (by the PCCF, Assam) to Sri Prodip Doley on
12-03-2010, for a 2 and a half year old elephant is in violation.
The application under sub-rule (1) shall be presented in four complete sets within a
period of 180 days from the date of publication of these Rules.
WLPA Sec 43 (1) - No person having in his possession captive animal, animal article,
trophy or uncured trophy in respect of which he has a certificate of ownership, shall transfer
by way of sale or offer for sale or by any other mode of consideration of commercial nature,
such animal or article or trophy or uncured trophy
The original owner has submitted a gift deed mentioning that he has donated the elephant out
of his natural love and desire for the donee, but the ‘donee’ Sri Sowmya Narayanan
Empeppumannar Charitable Trust, has purchased the elephant for approximately 10 lakhs,
and then donated her to the temple.
This is the third elephant owned by the temple. There seems to be a practice of keeping
elephants while they are healthy, and then giving them away after they become sick and
unhealthy. No details were available for the earlier 2 elephants.
The Tamil Nadu Forest Department should question the reason for temples acquiring
elephants and then giving them up when they are unwell, only to acquire another young
and healthy elephant.
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Elephant Deivayanai
From Arulmigu Subramaniyaswamy Thirukoil, Thirupparanga Kundram,
Madurai District
Housing - Deivayanai (7 years old) was tethered by one front leg and one hind leg, in an
orchard, under the shade of trees. She was very restless and agitated and kept trying to break
from the chains. She is kept here from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM. From 5:00 PM till the next
morning, she is kept in a closed shed about 20 ft X 25 ft, which has a stone floor.
In the closed shed, water is available from a tap, through a pipe. There is a trough which can
be filled with water, but since she is tied while in the shed, it is not readily accessible.

This elephant is like a human child of the same age. 7 year old Deviyaane restless and
contorting.
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Work - Her work is carrying water for the deity (15 min). Walking is for about 2 hours
in a day, and the rest of the time she is tied either in the shed or in the orchard, by one
front and one back leg. Veterinarian visit was limited to once a month.

Behaviour – Extremely restless with obsessive stereotyping behaviour, caused by close
confinement and lack of any enrichment to relieve boredom. Her only focus was to break
away from the chains tied tightly to her back and fore limbs.

Past Details of Elephant Keeping - This is the second elephant owned by the temple.
The earlier elephant “Avvai” died at the age of 56 years. She had been in the temple for
41 years. No details were available for the earlier elephant.

Chained by front and hind limb.
Broken tailbone – possible injury or a result of manhandling
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Violations in Elephant Keeping Noticed in Respect to Deivayanai
1. Section 11, PCA Act 1960 –
a. Sub section a – beats, kicks, over-rides, over-drives, over-loads, tortures or
otherwise treats any animal so as to subject it to unnecessary pain or suffering or
causes, or being the owner permits, any animal to be so treated; or
b. Sub section f - Keeping an elephant continuously tethered. This states that it is
cruelty to animals if any person “keeps for an unreasonable time any animal
chained or tethered upon an unreasonably short or unreasonably heavy chain or
cord”.
c. Sub section f - being the owner of (any animal) fails to provide such animal with
sufficient food, drink or shelter
2. Tamil Nadu Captive Elephants (Management and Maintenance) Rules, 2011 –
a. Rule 13; Subrule 1 - Beating, kicking, over-riding, over-driving, over-loading,
torturing or treating any elephant so as to subject it to unnecessary pain or
suffering, or being an owner permitting, any elephant to be so treated;
b. Rule 13, Subrrule 6 : Keeping for unreasonable time, an elephant chained or
tethered upon by unreasonably short or unreasonably heavy chain or cord;
c. Rule 11 – Maintenance of records
3. Guidelines for Care and Management of Captive Elephants PE 2008 - “keeping for
unreasonable time, an elephant chained or tethered upon an unreasonable short or
unreasonably heavy chain or cord” is tantamount to cruelty to elephants and is prohibited.
As outlined by Tamil Nadu’s Principal Chief Conservator of Forests in a Circular , “The
elephant should not be tethered with chain and hobbles on 2 or 3 legs simultaneously
which will cause arthritis problem to the elephant”.
4. Central Zoo Authority Zoo Rules - It also appears to violate a condition stipulated by
the CZA that states, “The elephants should be kept tied only in one leg with chain/ rope
covered by leather tubes, and the legs for tying may be changed alternately”. Tethering an
elephant by more than one leg appears to violate the same condition.
5. WLPA 1972, Sec 40 (2) - The ownership papers are in the name of Sri Lila Bora,
Golaghat Dist., Assam, for an elephant named Prerona. There is a letter dated 10-032014, from the PCCF, Chennai, to the H R & EC E, stating that the PCCF of Assam has
given permission to send the 6 year old Prerona to Subramaniyaswamy Thirukovil,
Thirupparang Kundaram, Madurai for a period of three years.
6. Declaration of Wildlife Stock Rules, 2003 Section 4 (2) - No person shall, after
commencement of this Act, acquire, receive, keep in his control, custody, or possession,
sell, offer for sale or otherwise transfer or transport any animal specified in Schedule I or
Part II of Schedule II... except with the previous permission in writing of the CWW or the
authorised officer.
Issuing of ownership certificate (by the CF, Assam), for a 6 year old elephant
appears to violate this section. The PCCF of Tamil Nadu may have questioned
this, before issuing an N O C for the transportation of the elephant. The
application under sub-rule (1) shall be presented in four complete sets within a
period of 180 days from the date of publication of these Rules.
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Further, the Ownership Certificate issued is itself faulty as it describes the animal as a
Domestic Animal ‘Elephant’. For a Schedule I animal to be described thus, by an officer of
the Forest Department shows complete lack of application of mind.
There seems to be a practice of keeping elephants while they are healthy. When they die
or become unhealthy, a new young elephant is brought in. The Tamil Nadu Forest
Department should question the antecedents of the elephants being continuously
brought in to the many temples in the state, before issuing Ownership Certificates.
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Elephant Maduravalli
From Arulmigu Koodalagar Temple, Madurai Town – 625001
Maduravalli (53 years old) has been in this temple for more than 40 years.

Housing - Maduravalli was kept in a shed with stone floor and RCC roof. She was tied by
one back foot. She is only taken out for bathing and is then tethered again.

Tied for 24 hours in her concrete shed, elephant Maduravalli has a chronic abscess that could lead to
her death by septicemia or blood poisoning. New sores are opening on her body, due to the poor
living conditions.
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Health & Work - She has very severe foot rot in both front feet. There are deep abscesses
on both flanks. She is overweight. Though she has been under daily treatment, there does not
seem to be much improvement. She has not been used for work for the last one and a half
years, due to her bad health.

Injuries, wounds, footrot and abscesses is the hallmark of elephant Maduravalli. She is the worst
example of the suffering of temple elephants - a combination of neglect and lack of interest in
elephant specific knowledge coupled with ignorance of optimum conditions in captivity by the Temple
Authorities.

1
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Cracked toe nails and damaged foot pads due to defective and negative living conditions. Over
decades, this has developed to a life threatening condition. This elephant may succumb very soon to
her condition - a tragic statement of temple elephants in Tamil Nadu.
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To make matters worse, no proper records of medical treatment or drugs administered is maintained
by the temple authorities.
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The ownership certificate is in the name of the temple dated 2006. She seems to have been
acquired in 1977.

Past Details of Elephant Keeping - There are no records of two previous elephants that
the temple owned. Both have died, but no documents were available.

Violations in Elephant Keeping Noticed in Respect to Maduravalli
1. Section 11, PCA Act 1960 –
a. Sub section a – beats, kicks, over-rides, over-drives, over-loads, tortures or
otherwise treats any animal so as to subject it to unnecessary pain or suffering or
causes, or being the owner permits, any animal to be so treated; or
b. Sub section b - (employs in any work or labour or for any purpose any animal
which, by reason of its age or any disease) infirmity, wound, sore or other cause,
is unfit to be so employed or, being the owner, permits any such unfit animal to be
employed; or
c. Sub section f - Keeping an elephant continuously tethered. This states that it is
cruelty to animals if any person “keeps for an unreasonable time any animal
chained or tethered upon an unreasonably short or unreasonably heavy chain or
cord”.
d. Sub section f - being the owner of (any animal) fails to provide such animal with
sufficient food, drink or shelter.
2. Tamil Nadu Captive Elephants (Management and Maintenance) Rules, 2011 –
a. Rule 13; Subrule 1 - Beating, kicking, over-riding, over-driving, over-loading,
torturing or treating any elephant so as to subject it to unnecessary pain or
suffering, or being an owner permitting, any elephant to be so treated
Rule 13, Subrule 2 - Employing in any work or labour or for any purpose, any
elephant, which by reason of its age or disease, infirmity, wound, sore or other
cause, if unfit to be so employed, or being owner permitting any such elephant to
be employed
Rule 13, Subrrule 6: Keeping for unreasonable time, an elephant chained or
tethered upon by unreasonably short or unreasonably heavy chain or cord;
Rule 13, Subrule 11 - Not providing adequate veterinary care to a sick, injured or
pregnant elephant;
Rule 13, Subrule 17 - Marching a sick, injured or pregnant elephant or a young
calf over a very long distance or for a long duration at a stretch
a. Rule 11 – Maintenance of records
3. Guidelines for Care and Management of Captive Elephants PE 2008 - “keeping for
unreasonable time, an elephant chained or tethered upon an unreasonable short or
unreasonably heavy chain or cord” is tantamount to cruelty to elephants and is prohibited.
As outlined by Tamil Nadu’s Principal Chief Conservator of Forests in a Circular , “The
elephant should not be tethered with chain and hobbles on 2 or 3 legs simultaneously
which will cause arthritis problem to the elephant”.
4. Central Zoo Authority Zoo Rules - It also appears to violate a condition stipulated by
the CZA that states, “The elephants should be kept tied only in one leg with chain/ rope
covered by leather tubes, and the legs for tying may be changed alternately”. Tethering an
elephant by more than one leg appears to violate the same condition.
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The temple authorities seem favourably inclined to giving up Maduravalli for
treatment. If they do so, it should be impressed upon the Forest Department that no
permission should be given for a new elephant to be taken in by the temple. This is the
third elephant that the temple has taken in. It appears that every 25 – 30 years one
elephant dies prematurely and another one is brought in.

Elephant Maduravalli suffers from multiple infected and painful abscesses and open wounds all
over her body
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Elephant Parvathi
From Arulmigu Meenakshi Sundareshwar Temple, Madurai – 625001
Parvathi (19 years old) was tethered by both front legs and one hind leg, in an orchard, under
the shade of trees. Tying by three legs completely restricted her movement.

Housing - She is kept here from 9:00 AM to 9:00 PM. From 9:00 PM till 9:00 AM, the next
morning, she is kept in a closed shed about 20 ft X 25 ft, which has a stone floor.
Next to the closed shed, a shower facility has been made for her bath, twice a day. She is
given water 4 times a day in a bucket.

Work - She walks for about 2 hours in a day, to bring water for the deity and the rest of the
time she is tied either in the shed or in the orchard, by one front and one back leg. She is
taken out for 18 festivals in a year, and is sent to other temples, like Mariamma Temple, also.

Past Details of Elephant Keeping - This is the third elephant owned by the temple. The
earlier 2 elephants have died, and the ownership certificate for one of them (Anknyarkanni)
was available.

Chained by three legs for 12 hours a day on sand floor and in a concrete shed for the other 12 hours
21

Tied by fore and hind limb, this 19 year old elephant will display signs of ill health and life
threatening conditions in approximately 5-10 years. Her skin is dry and flaky - sign that she does not
have access to river or lake for bathing, where the water can submerge her body. She is bathed with a
pipe and for 12 hours is chained on concrete floor.

Violations in Elephant Keeping Noticed in Respect to Parvathi
1. Section 11, PCA Act 1960 –
a. Sub section a – beats, kicks, over-rides, over-drives, over-loads, tortures or
otherwise treats any animal so as to subject it to unnecessary pain or suffering or
causes, or being the owner permits, any animal to be so treated; or
b. Sub section f - Keeping an elephant continuously tethered. This states that it is
cruelty to animals if any person “keeps for an unreasonable time any animal
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chained or tethered upon an unreasonably short or unreasonably heavy chain or
cord”.
c. Sub section f - being the owner of (any animal) fails to provide such animal with
sufficient food, drink or shelter
2. Tamil Nadu Captive Elephants (Management & Maintenance) Rules, 2011 – Rule 13
a. Rule 13, Subrule 1 - Beating, kicking, over-riding, over-driving, over-loading,
torturing or treating any elephant so as to subject it to unnecessary pain or
suffering, or being an owner permitting, any elephant to be so treated;
b. Rule 13, Subrule 6 : Keeping for unreasonable time, an elephant chained or
tethered upon by unreasonably short or unreasonably heavy chain or cord;
c. Rule 11 – Maintenance of records
3. Guidelines for Care and Management of Captive Elephants PE 2008 - “keeping for
unreasonable time, an elephant chained or tethered upon an unreasonable short or
unreasonably heavy chain or cord” is tantamount to cruelty to elephants and is prohibited.
As outlined by Tamil Nadu’s Principal Chief Conservator of Forests in a Circular, “The
elephant should not be tethered with chain and hobbles on 2 or 3 legs simultaneously
which will cause arthritis problem to the elephant”.
4. Central Zoo Authority Zoo Rules - It also appears to violate a condition stipulated by
the CZA that states, “The elephants should be kept tied only in one leg with chain/ rope
covered by leather tubes, and the legs for tying may be changed alternately”. Tethering an
elephant by more than one leg appears to violate the same condition.
5. Declaration of Wildlife Stock Rules, 2003 Sec. 4 (2) - There is no ownership certificate
for this elephant. In a transport permit dated 3rd Dec 2014, it has been mentioned that the
certificate of ownership is in the name of Arulmigu Meenakshi Sundareswarar Thirukoil,
but no certificate was found at the time of the inspection. The application under sub-rule
(1) shall be presented in four complete sets within a period of 180 days from the date of
publication of these Rules.
6. WLPA Sec. 40 (2) - No person shall, after commencement of this Act, acquire, receive,
keep in his control, custody, or possession, sell, offer for sale or otherwise transfer or
transport any animal specified in Schedule I or Part II of Schedule II.....except with the
previous permission in writing of the CWW or the authorised officer.
7. There is a clear Sale Deed for Parvathi, where the owner, Mr. Ganesh of Palakkad has
clearly mentioned that he has sold the elephant to the temple for Rs.3,60,000/- and
received the money in cash, on 7th June 2000. There is also a Transport permit issued by
the Forest Department of Arunachal Pradesh, on 10th May 2000 permitting Mr. Ganesh to
transport 2 elephants - Raja Babu and Parvathi – from Arunachal to Palakkad. This
certificate also clearly mentions that the estimated value of the elephant aged 2 years, 2
months as on 12-04-2000 was Rs. 60,000/-. Within one month (on 7th June 2000), Mr.
Ganesh has received a sum of Rs. 3,60,000/- in cash for the same animal.
The documents pertaining to Parvathi clearly show that the elephant has been illegally
obtained in the year 2000, at which time she was 2 years and 2 months. The Chief
Wildlife Warden of Arunachal Pradesh has violated, first, by registering the elephant
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without questioning where Mr. Ganesh obtained the animal from, and then, by
permitting the animal to be transferred to Palakkad.
There seems to be a practice of keeping elephants while they are healthy. When they die
or become unhealthy, a new young elephant is brought in. The T N Forest Department
should question the antecedents of the elephants being continuously brought in to the
many temples in the state, before issuing Ownership Certificates.

Conclusion
We would like to state, that as the evidence reveals, the elephants in captivity in temples in
Tamil Nadu are not in a good physical or psychological condition. Elephants inspected were
females, who are not good candidates for living in isolation for the greater part of their lives.
It is advised, that on an urgent basis, elephants in the worst conditions be removed to care
facilities whether in or out of State and the remaining elephants be subject to strict
monitoring by the AWBI. From time to time, the District Elephant Welfare Committees
should meet and decide on the improvements in the lives of the captive elephants in the
temples and in private custody.
Finally, it is recommended to phase out the use of elephants in religious institutions, within a
specified time frame. As an immediate measure, authorities should bar the entry of new
elephants or additions to the exiting captive elephant pool in Tamil Nadu. This step would
make it possible to monitor and improve the conditions of the existing elephants in temples
for sending the worst abused cases to rehabilitations centers and care facilities.
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Annexure 1: Official Questionnaire for Evaluation of Captive Temple
Elephants - Sudaravalli, Deivayanai, Maduravalli, Parvathi

Elephant Sundaravalli
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Elephant Sundaravalli

26

Elephant Sundaravalli

27

Elephant Sundaravalli

28

Elephant Sundaravalli

29

Elephant Sundaravalli

30

Elephant Sundaravalli

31

Elephant Sundaravalli

32

Elephant Deivayanai

33

Elephant Deivayanai

34

Elephant Deivayanai

35

Elephant Deivayanai

36

Elephant Deivayanai

37

Elephant Deivayanai

38

Elephant Deivayanai

39

Elephant Deivayanai

40

Elephant Maduravalli

41

Elephant Maduravalli

42

Elephant Maduravalli

43

Elephant Maduravalli

44

Elephant Maduravalli

45

Elephant Maduravalli

46

Elephant Maduravalli

47

Elephant Maduravalli

48

Elephant Parvathi

49

Elephant Parvathi

50

Elephant Parvathi

51

Elephant Parvathi

52

Elephant Parvathi

53

Elephant Parvathi

54

Elephant Parvathi

55

Elephant Parvathi

56
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Elephant Deivayanai’s unhealthily smooth footpad contradicts her mahout’s assertions of walking her
adequately. These footpads would be the source of her future health problems leading to footrot, cracked
and painful toenails, and other complications.
The crooked tail signals a damaged tailbone caused by violent handling at some point of her training.
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Elephant Maduravalli of Arulmigu Koodalagar Temple, Madurai District
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